
Branded collateral for 
Visitor Information Outlets (VIO)

and non-accredited tourism
businesses

HOW TO ORDER: 
For any questions or quotes please email admin@thetourismgroup.com.au 
with the following information: 

Your full name.
Order details: including reference codes, item name and quantities. 
Delivery address. 
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Feather flags, poles and bases 

Ref. FP183 
Feather flag pole
$127.00 
4000mm overall height
and 3200mm when
installed. 
Made from lightweight
fiberglass material that is
easy to move, strong and
durable. 

Ref. BWFF001 
Blue and white i medium
feather flag 

Ref. BWOPENFF 
OPEN blue and white i
medium feather flag

Ref. FP174 
Heavy duty cross base

$127.00

Ref. FP175 
Ground spike 
$79.00 
1800mm x 900mm 
The ground spike is pushed into the
ground to give firm support when
placed outdoors. Suitable to install
flags into soft ground like grass,
sand or soil. 

Ref. BWWIFIFF 
FREE WIFI blue andnd
white i medium feather
flag 
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Medium feather flagS -  Satin knitted polyester 700mm x 3000mm 
$133.00  
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Tear drop flags, poles and bases 

Pole for standard tear drop flags 
$95.00 

2500mm portable pole with carry bag
Can be pulled apart into sections for
easy transport.

Ref. FP173 

Tear drop ground spike
$79.00

The spike should be
pushed into the ground to

give firm support when
outdoors. It is suitable for

soft grass, sand or soil. 

Ref. FP175 

Ref. FP174 
Heavy duty cross base
$127.00

Medium size blue and
white i tear drop flag 
$133.00 
Satin knitted polyester 
970mm x 3000mm 

Ref. MEDBWTDF Medium size COFFEE 
tear drop flag 
$133.00
Satin knitted polyester 
970mm x 3000mm

Great for centres that share
tenancy spaces with coffee
shops. Smaller sized flags
also available. 

Ref. TD203
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Pole for medium tear drop flags 
$127.00 

4000mm portable pole with carry bag
Can be pulled apart in four parts

Ref. FP178 

Ref. BWTDOPEN 
Blue and white i OPEN
tear drop flag 
$119.00
Knitted Polyester 
750mm x 1900mm 

Ref. BWTDFLG 
Blue and white i tear
drop flag 
$119.00
Knitted Polyester 
750mm x 1900mm 
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Shop front banners, bags and floor mats

Ref. BWSF1 
Blue and white i shop front banner 
$98.00 (Flag only) 
Material Vinyl 
720mm x 420mm

Ref. BSB1 
Shop front banners pole kit

$32.00 
Contains wall bracket and pole 

Ref. BWMAT01 
Blue and white information floor mat
0.600m W x 0.850m L = $155.00 
0.850m W x 1.200m L = $255.00 
0.850m W x 1.500m L = $299.00 

Floor mats are appropriate for indoor or outdoor areas
that are undercover. The materials includes a plush nylon
carpet top, 6mm thick, in landscape orientation and
constructed with a ‘raptor’ type backing appropriate for
hard floor surfaces including tiles and vinyl. Centres with
carpets/soft surfaces can request a ‘cleated backing’ at no
extra cost. Custom sizes and designs are also available.

Floor mats
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FAQ’s

The item I have in mind is not shown in this catalogue. Are there more
custom options? 
Yes – collateral can be customised to your preferred size, colour, image, material
and more! Please keep in mind there may be some limitations to your preferred
design. Customised options may include additional artwork fees.

Where can I locate care and assembly instructions?
Contact admin@thetourismgroup.com.au to request for flag assembly information
or care instructions for a wide range of items featured in this catalogue. 

Can I pay with credit card over the phone? 
While we do not accept over the phone payment, there is an option to pay with a
credit card via a link to ‘stripe payment’. This link will appear in your invoice.
Additional transaction fees will apply.
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